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%rtf2data : A utility macro to convert RTF Table to SAS® dataset 
Neeral Beladia, MaxisIT Inc., Metuchen, NJ 

ABSTRACT 
Often in the pharmaceutical industry, we face the challenge of reverse engineering, where we have archived 
summary Tables or Listings in the form of RTF Table, however the programs that led to their generation are 
untraceable. In scenarios like these or when there is a need to perform extended statistical analyses on the RTF 
Table data or when it is critical to ensure a match between multiple versions of  RTF Table, it would be nice if we 
would be able to convert the RTF Table into a SAS® dataset. This paper focuses on presenting a utility 
macro(%rtf2data) that converts most commonly used RTF Table templates to SAS® dataset. The macro executes in 
a 2-phase process. In the first phase, the macro reads in a user-defined meta-data that defines the structure of the 
RTF file and also defines the attributes of variables in the output SAS® dataset. In the second phase, the macro reads 
in the RTF Table file, parsing through the underlying RTF scripts that build the RTF Table, identifying the free text 
data and generates the SAS® dataset using the attributes defined by the meta-data read in the first phase. The macro 
can also be used to convert RTF Table that has logical boundaries as in the case of Baseline Characteristics Tables 
wherein each category defines start of a new logical section though having the same underlying structure; or physical 
boundaries where unequal structured RTF sections are stacked up to form a RTF Table into separate SAS® datasets. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Rich Text Format (RTF) Specification is a method of encoding formatted text and graphics for easy transfer 
between applications. An RTF file consists of unformatted text, control words, control symbols, and groups. With the 
RTF Specification, documents created under different operating systems and with different software applications can 
be transferred between those operating systems and applications. 

A control word is a specially formatted command that RTF uses to mark printer control codes and information that 
applications use to manage documents. A control word cannot be longer than 32 characters. A control word takes the 
following form: 

\LetterSequence<Delimiter> 

The LetterSequence is made up of lowercase alphabetic characters between "a" and "z" inclusive. RTF is case 
sensitive, and all RTF control words must be lowercase. 

The delimiter marks the end of an RTF control word, and can be one of the following: 
• A space. In this case, the space is part of the control word. 
• A digit or a hyphen (-), which indicates that a numeric parameter follows. The subsequent digital sequence is 

then delimited by a space or any character other than a letter or a digit.  
• Any character other than a letter or a digit. In this case, the delimiting character terminates the control word 

but is not actually part of the control word. 

If a space delimits the control word, the space does not appear in the document. Any characters following the 
delimiter, including spaces, will appear in the document.  

A control symbol consists of a backslash followed by a single, non-alphabetic character. For example, \~ represents a 
non-breaking space. Control symbols take no delimiters. 

A group consists of text and control words or control symbols enclosed in braces ({ }). The opening brace ({ ) 
indicates the start of the group and the closing brace ( }) indicates the end of the group. Each group specifies the text 
affected by the group and the different attributes of that text. The RTF file can also include groups for fonts, styles, 
screen color, pictures, footnotes, comments (annotations), headers and footers, summary information, fields, and 
bookmarks, as well as document-, section-, paragraph-, and character-formatting properties. A cell may have more 
than one paragraph in it; the cell is terminated by a cell mark (the \cell control word) 

It is important to note that PROC REPORT automatically makes a bookmark named IDX# for every output table 
produced. Thus, if you call PROC REPORT three times, your output RTF file will contain bookmarks IDX1, IDX2, and 
IDX3, marking the beginning of each output RTF table. The following syntax allows you to create an RTF bookmark: 
{\*\bkmkstart bookmark_name}display_text{\*\bkmkend bookmark_name} 

The following syntax allows you to create an external hyperlink with any destination and any display text you choose. 
The hyperlink will open the file specified by filename_and_path and the actual link will read display_text. 
{\field {\*\fldinst HYPERLINK "filename_and_path"}{\fldrslt display_text}} 

The aim of the macro %rtf2data is to identify free text that is contained in each cell of the RTF Table, identify sections 
and generate SAS® dataset(s). 



Below are some of the situations where the macro %rtf2data can be used 
• Validation of RTF Tables programmatically 
• Comparison of multiple versions of the same RTF Table file 
• Providing an additional file format for external raw data 
• Extended Statistical analysis on data from RTF Table 
• Extended analysis based on population defined by data from RTF Table style Listings 

Often, in the pharmaceutical industry, we come across RTF Tables with N (%) in the top portion of the Table with 
Treatment groups as columns and Between Treatment group comparison Confidence Interval and P-value in the 
bottom portion of the Table with CI and P-value as columns and Treatment Comparison groups as rows. The macro 
provides a distinct feature of converting stacked up unequal number of column RTF Tables into separate SAS® 
datasets.  

The paper explains in detail the layout and structure of the meta-data; algorithmic steps to walk through the 
process/technique used by the %rtf2data macro for converting RTF Table to SAS® dataset(s); test cases and the 
corresponding output of executing the macro on the same.  

CREATION OF META-DATA 
The meta-data is an Excel sheet that consists of: 

• Number of Sections in the RTF file : integer 
• Section Dataset Name : text 
• Section Dataset Label : text 
• Section Identifier Text : text delimited by ‘|’ 
• Section Dataset Append Flag : boolean 
• Section Flag to indicate whether column headers appear after Section Identifier : boolean 
• Section Variable Name : text 
• Section Variable Header/Label : text 
• Section Variable Length : text 
• Section Variable Header deletion Flag : boolean 

 

 
 
The macro %read_meta reads in the meta-data into macro variables which would be used in %rtf2data macro to 
identify the lay-out of the RTF file and attributes of the target dataset(s) to be generated. 

The first step in generating the meta-data would be to identify physical or logical boundaries in a RTF Table for the 
identification of start of section and the number of sections. The header/label of the first column of each section is 
usually a good candidate for IDENTIFIER text. However, there may be cases where homogenous sections start 
without column labels since all column labels appeared at the start of the RTF Table. In such cases, each section 
may precede with some text/label to identify the section. In cases where footnotes exists, the first few words that 
could uniquely identify the footnote section becomes the IDENTIFIER text for the section. 

APPEND flag is set to 1 for identical sections(sections with homogenous attributed columns) that appear in the RTF 
Table. INCOL is set to 1 for sections that have columns headers repeated within the RTF Table. Hence, if INCOL = 1, 
usually APPEND is set to 0. DELHDR is another flag that is set to 1(usually the case) for section where user does not 
intent to have column identifiers to be part of the data. One case, where DELHDR is usually 0 is for footnote section. 



ALGORITHM OVERVIEW 
This section below will walk  step-by-step through the technique used and the process to convert RTF Table(s) to 
SAS® dataset(s). 
 

 
 
For better understanding, a RTF Table of 2 columns and 2 data rows has been chosen as an example for the 
Algorithm purpose. The left side of the below image shows the RTF Table and the right side shows the meta-data set 
up for the same. 
 

 
 

STEP 1 
Read in the meta-data Excel spreadsheet meta_<filename>.xls to save the following information in macro variables 
All references to i represents Section #i; and j represents Variable #j within Section #i. 

• SECTIONS : &sections 
• DSETNM : &&dnm_&i 
• DSETLBL : &&dbl_&i  
• IDENTIFIER : &&&idval_&i_&j  
• IDENTIFIER COUNT : &&idcnt_&i  
• APPEND DATASET FLAG : &&app_&i 
• IN TABLE COLUMN FLAG : &&incol_&i  
• VARIABLE NAME : &&&varnm_&i_&j  
• VARIABLE HEADER : &&&varhdr_&i_&j  
• VARIABLE LENGTH : &&&varlen_&i_&j  
• SECTION VARIABLE HEADERS(s) DELETION FLAG(s) : &&delhdr_&i 

 



STEP 2 
INITIALIZE flags 
  LASTSEC = 0 
SEC_CNT1,…,SEC_CNT&sections = 0 
IDXFLG = 0 
LINKFLG = 0 

Replace all occurrences of ‘\\’ by ‘@@’; ‘\{‘ by ‘^O’; ‘\}’ by ‘^C’; 
                                            ‘\line’ by ‘#’; 
                                            ‘{‘ or ‘}’ by a <space>; and  
                                             ‘\cell’  by ‘$ * \cell’. 

STEP 3 
Read the rtf file one line at a time to a SAS® dataset(rawrtf.sas7bdat) in variable LINE 

 

STEP 4 
IF LINE contains “bkmkstart IDX”  
IDXFLG = 1 

IF LINE contains “\fldinst”  
  LINKFLG = 1 

STEP 5 
IF IDXFLG == 1 && LINE contains “bkmkstart IDX”  THEN DO 

IF LINE contains occurrence of Label of the first variable (&&varhdr_&i_1) for section #i;  
where I = LASTSEC + 1 THEN DO 

remove all text between start of text “bkmkstart IDX” and start of   “&&varhdr_&i_1” 
IDXFLG = 0 

 END 
END 
ELSE IF IDXFLG == 1 THEN DO 

IF LINE contains occurrence of Label of the first variable (&&varhdr_&i_1) for section #i;  
where I = LASTSEC + 1 THEN DO 
 remove all text between position 1 in LINE and start of “&&varhdr_&i_1” 
 IDXFLG = 0 
END 
ELSE LINE = <null string> 

END 

STEP 6 
IF LINKFLG == 1 && LINE contains “\fldinst”  THEN DO 

IF LINE contains “\fldrslt” THEN DO 
remove all text between start of text “\fldinst” and start of   “\fldrslt” 



LINKFLG = 0 
 END 
END 
ELSE IF LINKFLG == 1 THEN DO 

IF LINE contains “\fldrslt” THEN DO 
 remove all text between position 1 in LINE and start of “\fldrslt” 
 LINKFLG = 0 
END 
ELSE LINE = <null string> 

END 

STEP 7 

 
 
Scan through LINE. 
 
NLINE = <null string> 
IF LINE contains “* \cell” THEN DO 
 TMPLINE = LINE           
 DO WHILE(TMPLINE contains “* \cell”) 

read text from the position of last “* \cell” + 8(initially from position 1) to the start of position of the 
next occurrence of “* \cell” into TMPLINE 
scan through TMPLINE collecting free-text(text devoid of “\”), inserting “|”(pipe) wherever “* \cell” 
occurs. 
NLINE = NLINE + “ | ” + <collected-free-text> 

 END 
 // for the remaining text, i.e. from the last occurrence of “* \cell” to the end of string in LINE // 
 IF LENGTH(LINE) > last position of “* cell” + 8 THEN DO 
  TMPLINE = remaining text from last position of “* cell” + 8 to the end of string in LINE 

scan through TMPLINE collecting free-text(text devoid of “\”), inserting “|”(pipe) wherever “* \cell” 
occurs. 
NLINE = NLINE + “ | ” + <collected-free-text> 

 END 
END 
ELSE DO 

scan through LINE collecting free-text(text devoid of “\”) 
NLINE = NLINE + <collected-free-text> 

END 

STEP 8 
Delete all observations that have a null string NLINE and LINE that has no occurrences of ‘* \cell’. 

STEP 9 
Derive LASTADD(boolean flag) such that LASTADD = 1 for observations that have partial cell free-text spilled over 
from the previous observation. 



 

For e.g. if a cell text contains “ABC DEF XYZ” and the cell text is spilled over 3 observations, i.e. NLINE = “ABC” for 
1st observation, “DEF” for 2nd observation and “XYZ” for the 3rd observation. In this case, LASTADD would have value 
of 0 for the 1st observation and a value of 1 for the 2nd and 3rd observation. 

STEP 10 

 
Scan through the dataset and generate one observation per cell text, concatenating NLINE values with the previous 
observation NLINE value, if LASTADD = 1. Note, that since LASTADD was 1, text “CELL” and “1” was concatenated 
without adding a space.  

STEP 11 

 
Identify the sections in rawrtf dataset, using &&idval_&i_&j to identify the start of each section.  
Increment the cumulative count for each section sec_cnt&i by 1 for each occurrence of “&&idval_&i_&j” in NLINE. 
Perform check for match for identifier only for sections yet to be identified (i.e. &i > LASTSEC) 

IF sec_cnt&i == &&idnt&i THEN DO 
        SECTION = &i 
        LASTSEC = &i 

END 

Delete all observations before the start of section #1. 

STEP 12 

 
Scan through observations in the dataset and generate one observation at a time from one or more observations, 
such that all variable values that constitute to one observation in a section are present in NLINE1 with ‘|’ delimiting 
the variable values. 



STEP 13 
Convert back ‘@@’ to ‘\’, ‘$ *’ to <space>, ‘^O’ by ‘{’ and ‘^C’ by ‘}’ 
%DO i = 1 %TO &SECTIONS 
 %LET cntvar&i = number of variables in section #i 
  IF SECTION = &i THEN DO 

 create dataset &&dnm_&i 
%DO j = 1 %TO &&cntvar&i 

DO WHILE(scan(NLINE1, &j, ”|”) ^= “”) 
 &&&varnm_&i_ = scan(NLINE1, &j, ”|”) 
 K = K + 1 
END 

%END 
OUTPUT TO &&dnm_&i 

END 
%END 

STEP 14 

 
Create separate datasets for sections that have &&app_&i = 0. 
Create a single dataset ‘final’ consisting of observations from sections in order for which &&app_&i = 1. 
Assign variable and dataset attributes as dictated by the meta-data read-in into macro variables in STEP 1. 

OVERVIEW OF TEST CASES 
The following are the test cases to demonstrate the results of executing the macro %rtf2data. Each test case has 
been detailed with a RTF Template Table and a snapshot of the output SAS® dataset generated. 

CASE 1 
Test Case #1 depicts a RTF Table template(case1.rtf) often used for summarizing Baseline Characteristics. Please 
refer to “CREATION OF META-DATA” section for the meta-data example for case 1. The initial step is to identify 
logical or physical boundaries that define start of each section within RTF Table. Here, each section, except the 
footnote section, has a header “Category #”. Hence, “Category #” becomes a strong candidate for the identifier value 
in the meta-data for the first 3 sections in the RTF Table.  
 

 



For the footnote section, since there are no column headers, the only way to identify the start of footnote section 
would be to have the text “Foot1” as identifier value for the footnote section. 

An important thing to notice as far as the meta-data file is concerned, is how the values for INCOL and DELHDR are 
set for different sections. Since, the column headers exists at the start of each section, INCOL has been set to 1 for 
each section other than the footnote section. Also, DELHDR is set to 1 for all sections other than the footnote section, 
which informs the macro to delete the column headers for each section except the footnote section. 

The below image shows the output of executing the macro %rtf2data on case2.rtf. Notice how the macro generates 4 
separate datasets, one for each section. The dataset and variable attributes were set as defined in the meta-data 
excel sheet. Notice how the ‘footn’ dataset contains only one observation, with all 3 footnotes separated by “#”(for line 
feed). This is because each of the footnotes were part of the same cell, separated by line feed(“\line” in RTF). 

 

CASE 2 
Test Case #2 depicts a RTF Table template(case2.rtf) of a conventional define.rtf.  Since the layout of both “Adverse 
Events” and “Vital Signs” sections are identical in terms of the column headers and number columns, one could 
choose to append the sections setting the append flag to 1 in the meta-data for both the sections.  

 



Also, since the column headers are repeated within each section, INCOL flag needs to be set to 1 in the meta-data. 
Note that, even though the column headers are repeated at the start of each section and at the start of each page, 
the RTF file header i.e. “Adverse Events” on the first page was used to identify the sections. 

The below image shows the output of executing the macro %rtf2data on case2.rtf. Notice how the macro generates a 
single dataset, with observations stacked up in the order of the existence of their sections in the RTF Table since 
APPEND was set to 1 in the meta-data. Note the addition of variable “idval” whose values were based on the 
identifier text entered in the meta-data for the corresponding section. The dataset and variable attributes were set as 
defined in the meta-data excel sheet. 

 

CASE 3 
Test Case #3 depicts a RTF Table template(case3.rtf) often used for summarizing Baseline Characteristics and is 
very similar to Test Case #1 except the fact that the column headers are consistent across the 2 sections and hence 
are not repeated at the start of each section. Most of the format of meta-data that was used for Case #1 could be 
used to Case #3 with a few modifications., i.e. set INCOL to 0 and column headers. APPEND could be set to 1, as is 
done in the below run. 

 

The below image shows the output dataset generated as a result of executing the macro %rtf2data on case3.rtf. 
Notice how rtf2data generates a single dataset with data from each section stacked up in the other of their 
appearance in the RTF file. 

 



CASE 4 
Test Case #4 depicts a RTF Table template(case4.rtf) often used for summarizing Lab/Vital Signs results at various 
study timepoints. The titles “Lab Test: HEMOGLOBIN” and “Lab Test: PLATELET”  for the 2 sections were used as 
identifier text in the meta-data. Both APPEND and INCOL were set to 1 in the meta-data. 

 

Note,  how the first column(Treatment Group) has a display similar to one generated when you have a GROUP 
option in PROC REPORT. The macro correctly identifies those as null values as could be seen in the resulting 
dataset case4.sas7bdat below, in the “Treatment Group”,  “Mean Change from Baseline” and “Mean Pct Change 
from Bsln” columns. 

 
 



LIMITATIONS OR ASSUMPTIONS 
The macro has a few limitations/assumptions that would help identify whether or not a given RTF Table would be a 
suitable candidate for converting to SAS® dataset using the %rtf2data macro. The macro requires that the first 
column header at the start of each section must have a non-missing identifier text that doesn’t appear as part of the 
data. The macro also requires that the column header separators(cell boundaries) for the header row holding the 
identifier text must match with the column separators of the data within the section. 

CONCLUSION 
The utility macro %rtf2data macro presented in this paper provides an option to entirely avoid visual checking of 
contents of RTF Table, an exercise performed as part of validation of Summary Tables. The macro also helps in 
checking updates to a RTF Table between current and previous run. The macro avoids manual intervention of copy-
paste of RTF Table contents to a commonly used external file format in order to generate SAS® dataset and not only 
does it offer the help for performing extended analysis on the contents of the RTF Table, but also provides an 
additional file format (RTF Table) to be used as external raw data file, often provided as supplementary data to 
programmers. 
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